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1. Executive Summary

1.1 Our vision

Currency is the foundation and important part of human economy, and plays an indispensable role

in the history of human beings for tens of thousands of years. From the Bronze Age of barter

transactions, to the Gold and Silver that is easy to divide and carry, to paper money endorsed

by the state/regime, and electronic currency stored in the electronic system. With the advancement

of technology and the expansion of human activities, currency has finally come to the era of

today's digital currency after a long historical evolution. In modern times, human beings in the

21st century live in an open and shared Internet, where information can be transmitted and shared

without loss through electronic media. Blockchain (Internet 2.0), as the next generation of valuable

Internet, has created the foundation for the birth of digital assets and opened the door to the

digital currency era. Due to the characteristics of the blockchain, the digital currency recorded

on the ledger allows people to transfer and trade assets globally, instantaneously, safely, and

at low cost.

We believe that blockchain and digital currency will greatly promote a more open, borderless

and efficient global market. Specifically, physical assets and intangible assets are expected to

be mapped to the blockchain digital asset certificates in a way of "encrypted confirmation". With

the circulation of goods and services, it will eventually form a distributed business ecosystem.

Therefore, in order to realize this vision, we decided to create a kind of digital asset anchored

to offshore RMB (i.e. a fully collateralized one-for-one by CNH). In this white paper, we will

specifically explain the advantages of CNHC as the stable digital currency on the blockchain, and

analyze potential application scenarios in the future.

1.2 Challenges

1.2.1 Cross-border payment

With the development of mobile Internet and communication encryption technology, payment

behavior is becoming increasingly digitalized. From Alipay to Paytm, from square to PayPal,
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Internet users around the world are enjoying the convenient services brought by digital payment.

However, most of these services are limited to a country or a region, and the proportion of

cross-border business is small.

In the field of cross-border payment, due to the inertia of the existing swift system and the

difficulty of establishing cross-border trust, an efficient and low-cost digital payment system

has not yet been established:

a) Filipinos working in Hong Kong or Singapore need to bear 1%~7% of the cost of remittance

of their monthly income back to the country, and the payment time is 1~3 working days;

b) Cross-border e-commerce in Singapore pays the goods to suppliers in mainland China, it

takes 1 to 2 working days, and each transaction costs 20 to 100 US dollars

c) Students in Singapore saw the news of raising lunch donations for elementary school students

in remote and impoverished areas of the Philippines on the Internet. They hoped to set aside

20 SGD from their pocket money every month but found that the bank would not accept such

small transfers.

These problems can all be completed through the blockchain payment network. We issue stable

coins anchored 1:1 with CNH in this blockchain network. Customers send and receive tokens

through the blockchain network, convert the tokens to local currency locally, complete the

transaction within 10 minutes, and the transfer fee for each transfer is reduced to $0.1. A large

number of small retail cross-border payment services can be completed faster and cheaper, serving

the cross-border payment needs of hundreds of millions of users worldwide.

1.2.2 Digital bank account

In developed countries, bank cards seem to have become commonplace for us. In Singapore, more

than 99% of citizens have bank cards, and many of them have multiple bank cards. Through bank

cards, we connect with financial institutions such as banks, brokers, and insurance companies

to satisfy deposits, loans, wealth management, payments, etc. extensive financial needs.

However, in a large number of developing countries around the world, a large number of residents

still use cash, without bank cards, not to mention credit cards.
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Country Total Population
Unbanked population

rate

Credit Card

Coverage

India 1.33 billion 47% 2.3-5.0%

Indonesia 260 million 64% 6.50%

Philippines 100 million 72% 3.80%

Vietnam 90 million 69% 1.90%

Because of economic backwardness or low population density, it is not economical for banks to

serve these customers through offline branches, but the needs of these customers exist objectively.

Most of them have low incomes and do not have basic financial services. If they can be provided

with basic financial services such as payment and lending, they may be able to greatly improve

their life.

With payment tools, farmers in the mountainous areas of northern Vietnam can directly purchase

necessities such as air conditioners and fans through e-commerce. Villagers on the Indonesian

island of Sulawesi can borrow suitable funds for agricultural production through digital wallets.

Blockchain technology can cover a wide range of areas through smart phones and serve people

who are difficult to be served by traditional financial institutions on a global scale.

1.2.3 Commodities and trading

Traditional commodity buying and selling and trade usually use a strong international currency (such

as the US dollar, Euro, etc.) as a medium to complete cross-border transfers through the swift

system, which requires the importer’s local currency->international currency and international

currency->exporter’s local currency twice. During the exchange process, the loss of each exchange

is 0.5%~1.5%.

In fact, as long as the exporter is willing to accept the importer’s national currency or has an

application scenario to use the received importer’s national currency, there is no need to use

international currency as an intermediary. A lot of international trade takes place between

neighboring countries with deep economic ties, and residents of the two countries have a large

number of application scenarios to use each other’s currency. For example, if a Thai trader exports

rice, seafood and other agricultural products to Singapore all year round, while importing crude

oil from Singapore, he can completely accept the payment of SGD and use it to import from
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Singapore.

However, the existing banking system usually does not support multi-currency accounts and free

conversion. Once the system is connected to swift, settlement is done through a strong international

currency, which cannot meet this demand and brings exchange rate losses.

Through blockchain technology, users can have a multi-currency account at nearly zero cost, adjust

the income and expenditure of each currency by themselves and convert them when needed.

1.2.4 Digital asset exchange

Digital assets have increasingly become a new investment category. From mutual funds in the

United States to sovereign funds in Europe, from PE funds in Japan to family offices in Singapore,

more and more institutional investors have begun to enter this field and allocate digital assets.

However, the stable currency categories currently supported by digital asset exchanges are relatively

single, and most of them are stable currencies linked to the US dollar. This is not friendly to

users from Southeast Asia, Australia, and mainland China. Take mainland users as an example.

They are more familiar with the CNH than the U.S. dollar. Investing in digital assets also hopes

to be priced in CNH. Stable coins in other currencies provide market space.

Even the most widely used USDT among the existing US dollar stable coins has problems such

as insufficient reserves and opaque supervision.
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2. Technology

The CNHC issued are being created as ERC20 compliant tokens on the Ethereum blockchain protocol.

The Company and the Distributor reserves the right to exchange and/or migrate all the CNHC

generated in connection with the token issuance (the ERC20 Tokens) to another Ethereum smart

contract or blockchain network protocol or otherwise replace the ERC20 Tokens with another digital

token (the Alternative Blockchain Tokens) should the Distributor determine, in its sole discretion,

that doing so is necessary or useful for the operation of the CNHC Network, legal compliance

reasons or for the purposes of achieving technical and operational efficiencies. Should the Distributor

decide to exchange and/or migrate the ERC20 Tokens, the Distributor may no longer provide support

for the ERC20 Tokens relating to the CNHC Network, the Services or any other operational matters,

except with respect to the exchange or migration process. If CNHC are exchanged or migrated

to another protocol, the practical utility of ERC20 Tokens will likely diminish rapidly once

Alternative Blockchain Tokens are created. Each user acknowledges and agrees that for it to

participate in the CNHC Network or obtain future utility from CNHC following the creation of

Alternative Blockchain Tokens, certain actions and efforts may be required from the user in order

for it to receive Alternative Blockchain Tokens.

The CNHC ERC-20 contract code is available for technical review, currently at

https://github.com/CNHC/CNHC-contracts, so the public can verify the code will operate as

CNHC has described.

Ethereum, with market cap over 40 billion dollars, is a decentralized blockchain-based ledger

that supports smart contracts; with over 300,000 smart contracts (ERC-20 tokens), Ethereum

is the most widely used digital asset platform.

2.1Mint and Redemption of CNHC

The CNHC Network will issue cryptographic tokens which are digital receipts representing CNH.

CNHC is pegged to CNH at a 1:1 ratio, which means that in exchange for $1 worth of CNH,

1 CNHC will be issued. One unit of tokenized fiat currency (CNHC) is backed by one unit of

reserved fiat which is held on behalf of token holders. On the redemption side, 1CNHC can be

https://github.com/CNHC/CNHC-contracts
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redeemed for $1 CNH.

CNH will be transparently held in independent custodial accounts with various partner banks in

leading jurisdictions such as Hong Kong and/or Singapore, whereby beneficial ownership of the

CNH remains with the token holder. These CNH will be transparently held, verifiable and segregated

from the assets of the issuer. CNHC represents digital receipts which entitles any holder which

has received such tokens to take delivery of fiat currency upon presentation of the token, and

to claim payment from the custodian up to the amount of the value of the tokens. CNH may

also be used as a means of making payment for goods or services up to the value of tokens owned

by the token holder.

We work with a third-party, independent, trusted, nationally top-ranking public accounting/audit

firm to conduct quarterly reviews of CNH held in custody, and assure that all CNHCs are fully

collateralized 1:1 by CNH in HONG KONG. The fees of all such custodian banks and

accounting/audit firms will be paid out of the pool of CNH used to purchase CNHC.

CNHC does not in any way represent any shareholding, participation, right, title, or interest in

the Company, the Distributor, its affiliates, or any other company, enterprise or undertaking,

nor will CNHC entitle token holders to any promise of fees, dividends, revenue, profits or

investment returns, and are not intended to constitute securities in Singapore or any relevant

jurisdiction. In particular, it is highlighted that CNHC: (a) does not represent or confer on the

token holder any right of any form with respect to the Company, the Distributor (or any of its

affiliates), or its revenues or assets, including without limitation any right to receive future

dividends, revenue, shares, ownership right or stake, share or security, any voting, distribution,

redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of intellectual property or licence rights),

or other financial or legal rights or equivalent rights, or intellectual property rights or any other

form of participation in or relating to the CNHC Network, the Company, the Distributor and/or

their service providers; (b) is intended to be a digital representation of electronic money; (c)

is not intended to represent any rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract

the purpose or pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss; (d) is not intended

to be a security, commodity, bond, debt instrument or any other kind of financial instrument
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or investment; (e) is not a loan to the Company, the Distributor or any of its affiliates, is not

intended to represent a debt owed by the Company, the Distributor or any of its affiliates, and

there is no expectation of profit; and (f) does not provide the token holder with any ownership

or other interest in the Company, the Distributor or any of its affiliates.

For instance:

Mike is a crypto trader who wants to hedge his risk exposure to the volatility of crypto assets,

then CNHC is a suitable choice for him. He could visit the website to sign up an account, pass

the KYC (know your customer), then he can begin the process of turning fiat currency into digital

version, in this case, CNH into CNHC.

The deposit process requires Mike to transfer CNH from his bank account into the Volatility Smile

account. Once Mike’s transfer competes，Volatility Smile will transfer the corresponding value

CNHC( 1:1) into his address. These tokens can be from the entity’s existing reserves, if no such

reserves, new tokens would be minted to meet the demands.

Redemption follows the reverse sequence: Mike return to the website and deposits the tokens into

a given wallet address. Upon successful verification and validation, funds from underlying fiat

reserves would be transferred into Mike’s registered CNH bank account.

2.2 Custodial structure

CNHC's custodian bank supports users to subscribe for CNHC with up to 12 fiat currency assets

(such as USD/EUR/SGD/HKD), and all user's assets are hosted in banks based in Hong Kong
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and/or Singapore. At the time of redemption, the user can return CNHC to the officially designated

address to get CNH back. The terms of the trust instrument would allow the trust entity to utilize

part of the CNH held by it to invest in low-risk financial instruments, such as fixed deposits,

short-term bonds and national debt etc, which proceeds will be used to maintain the

network/protocol, and will not be made available for distribution to token holders.

2.3 Key product features

Since CNHC follows the standard ERC-20 protocol, most Ethereum-supporting exchanges and

wallet applications already have built-in support for viewing and transferring CNHC.

CNHC is available 24/7 to facilitate settlement against any type of asset including crypto, security

and asset tokens or for payments. Unlike fiat, which is only available to settle trades during

bank business hours, CNHC may be transferred anywhere, anytime.

Issuing CNHC on Ethereum is equivalent to establishing secure and publicly verifiable accounts

for each token. The smart contract records the detailed information of CNHC (including name,

symbol, precise number of decimal places, etc.), and can also record the circulation record.
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3. Main Applications

3.1 Digital asset trading

Digital assets refer to the non-monetary assets owned or controlled by enterprises or individuals

in the form of electronic data and held in daily activities for sale or in the process of production.

Compared with physical assets, digital assets have obvious advantages in terms of flexibility,

certainty, liquidity, innovation, transparency and ecology. With the development of emerging

technologies such as blockchain and the IoT (Internet of Things), the mapping of physical assets

from the physical world to digital assets on the blockchain can make the digital assets more

decentralize. The data cannot be tampered with and the transactions will be traceable and intelligent.

After the assets are linked up, trust problem between the two parties can be eliminated,

communication costs and transaction costs can also be reduced, and asset circulation efficiency

can be improved.

Compared with using fiat currency to trade digital assets, digital currency provides an alternative

currency for both trading parties. Digital currency perfectly matches the characteristics of digital

assets, and more and more digital assets begin to trade in digital currency. Compared with the

mainstream digital currency represented by Bitcoin, stable currency has less price volatility and

can be used as a hard currency for fund payment to a certain extent. Therefore, stable currency

has obvious advantages in the aspects of valuation, payment and settlement of digital assets.

The following is an example of the application scenario of "Physical asset transaction on-chain

(digital asset) transaction":

The exchange providing digital asset trading service and the custodian of physical assets, can

build the standard process for the transaction of digital assets and CHNC and physical delivery

of physical assets: mapping physical assets on the blockchain and issuing the corresponding Token,

and building the trading pool of CHNC and digital asset by introducing the CHNC.The specific

transaction flow chart can be referred to as follows:
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Specific trading steps are as follows:

1. The custodian completes the pledge of real assets and issues the corresponding number of

asset-backed tokens (Asset Token);

2. Create a trading pool of CHNC and corresponding Asset Token in the exchange;

3. Physical asset buyers use CHNC to trade the corresponding Asset Token;

4. When Physical asset buyers need physical assets, they shall transfer a certain number of

Asset Tokens to the original custodian of physical assets, and the custodian shall destroy

the corresponding number of Asset Tokens and deliver the corresponding physical assets.

3.2 Cross-border payment

Cross-border payment refers to the trans-national and trans-regional transfer of funds with certain

settlement tools and payment systems involving the international credit and debt incurred by

individuals or enterprises between two or more countries or regions due to international trade,

international investment and other aspects.

As traditional cross-border payment and settlement tool, fiat currency must be convertible, widely

recognized and accepted. In this way, the international monetary function of payment and settlement,

capital valuation and external reserves can be assumed by fiat currency. At present, the most

commonly used fiat currencies including USD, EUR, GBP, JPY and CNH. On the other hand,

the traditional cross-border payment system has a complex architecture in terms of system structure,

account arrangement, settlement mode, etc., such as the traditional agent bank mode or clearing

bank mode. At present the most commonly used payment systems include SWIFT, CHIPS, CIPS,
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etc. In the traditional cross-border payment process, individuals and enterprises often encounter

problems including: high fees of traditional cross-border service; long time for cross-border

international transfers; low transparency and predictability of transactions, making it difficult to

track payment processes; the traditional cross-border payment process is complex and unclear,

and the security of cross-border payment is questionable; when foreign currency exchange rate

fluctuates greatly, bearing exchange rate loss.

With the mature development of digital currency and blockchain technology, compared with using

traditional cross-border payment mode, by introducing the CHNC the emerging of blockchain

technology can well solve the mentioned problems above, including reducing cross-border payments

instant fees, completing transfer transaction instantly, making transaction more secure and

transparent, reducing exchange rate loss, etc.

The following is an example of the application scenario of "Cross-border Payment for Export

International Trade":

When both importer and exporter accept CHN as the settlement currency, the importer can use

CHNC to settle the payment. Exporters can choose to convert the CHNC they receive into CHN

for upstream payment, or directly use the CHNC to buy other physical assets. The specific

transaction flow chart can be referred to as follows:

Specific trading steps are as follows:

1. The importer uses CNH to purchase CHNC and transfers CNHC to the exporter;

2. The exporter uses CHNC to redeem CHN and deliver goods;

3. Exporters pay upstream suppliers in CHN.

3.3 Foreign exchange transactions on blockchain
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The essence of foreign exchange trading is the exchange of one country's currency with another

country's currency. In the form of "currency pairs", buy one country's currency and sell another

country's currency in the pair. In international trade transactions, foreign exchange transactions

are often needed to meet the cross-border payment needs of both trading parties. In the traditional

foreign exchange market, banks provide the exchange rate for foreign exchange transactions, that

is, the bid price and the offer price. The difference between the bid price and the offer price

is the intermediary business income of the bank. The factors influencing traditional foreign exchange

rate include political situation, economic situation, central bank monetary policy, market

psychological factors, emergencies, etc. When the foreign exchange rate fluctuates sharply, both

sides of the international trade should bear the unnecessary loss of exchange rate.

The existing digital currency stable currencies are usually anchored with the corresponding fiat

currencies at a 1:1 exchange rate, so the exchange rate between different types of digital currency

stable currencies represents the exchange rate between different fiat currencies. To create foreign

exchange transactions on the chain, a market-maker algorithm is designed specifically for the

exchange between digital stable currencies through the "Stability swap Principle", so as to complete

the exchange between digital stable currencies of different currencies on the chain at stable exchange

rates. The introduction of the foreign exchange trading mechanism on the chain is conducive to

the CHNC to complete the on- and off-ramps in different fiat currencies, and is also conducive

to the smooth completion of cross-border payment and international trade transactions between

transaction parties in different countries.

The following is an example of the application scenario of "Cross-border Remittance":

The remitter initiates remittance transactions of CHNC on the chain to the receiver and converts

CNHC into USD stable currency through foreign exchange transactions on the chain. The specific

transaction flow chart can be referred to as follows:

Specific trading steps are as follows:

1. The remitter selects the remittance transaction currency pair ( CHNC V.S. USD stable currency)

and initiates the remittance transaction of a certain amount of CHNC to the receiver;
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2. According to the stable exchange rate between CHNC and USD stable currency, calculate

and deduct the corresponding amount of USD stable currency;

3. Complete transfer transaction of CHNC on the blockchain.
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4. RISKS

You acknowledge and agree that there are numerous risks associated with receiving CNHC, holding

CNHC, and using CNHC for participation in the CNHC Network. In the worst scenario, this could

lead to the loss of all or part of the CNHC held. IF YOU DECIDE TO RECEIVE OR HOLD CNHC,

YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE, ACCEPT AND ASSUME THE FOLLOWING RISKS:

4.1 Uncertain Regulations and Enforcement Actions

The regulatory status of CNHC and distributed ledger technology is unclear or unsettled in many

jurisdictions. The regulation of virtual currencies has become a primary target of regulation in

all major countries in the world. It is impossible to predict how, when or whether regulatory

agencies may apply existing regulations or create new regulations with respect to such technology

and its applications, including CNHC and/or the CNHC Network. Regulatory actions could

negatively impact CNHC and/or the CNHC Network in various ways. The Company, the Distributor

(or their respective affiliates) may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory

actions, or changes to law or regulation, make it illegal to operate in such jurisdiction, or

commercially undesirable to obtain the necessary regulatory approval(s) to operate in such

jurisdiction.

After consulting with a wide range of legal advisors and continuous analysis of the development

and legal structure of virtual currencies, a cautious approach will be applied towards the issuance

of CNHC. Therefore, for the token issuance, the strategy may be constantly adjusted in order

to avoid relevant legal risks as much as possible. For the token issuance, the Company and the

Distributor are working with the specialist blockchain department at Bayfront Law LLC.

4.2 Inadequate disclosure of information

As at the date hereof, the CNHC Network is still under development and its design concepts,

consensus mechanisms, algorithms, codes, and other technical details and parameters may be

constantly and frequently updated and changed. Although this white paper contains the most current

information relating to the CNHC Network, it is not absolutely complete and may still be adjusted

and updated by the CNHC team from time to time. The CNHC team has no ability and obligation
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to keep holders of CNHC informed of every detail (including development progress and expected

milestones) regarding the project to develop the CNHC Network, hence insufficient information

disclosure is inevitable and reasonable.

4.3 Competitors

Various types of decentralised applications and networks are emerging at a rapid rate, and the

industry is increasingly competitive. It is possible that alternative networks could be established

that utilise the same or similar code and protocol underlying CNHC and/or the CNHC Network

and attempt to re-create similar facilities. The CNHC Network may be required to compete with

these alternative networks, which could negatively impact CNHC and/or the CNHC Network.

4.4 Loss of Talent

The development of the CNHC Network greatly depends on the continued co-operation of the

existing technical team and expert consultants, who are highly knowledgeable and experienced

in their respective sectors. The loss of any member may adversely affect the CNHC Network or

its future development. Further, stability and cohesion within the team is critical to the overall

development of the CNHC Network. There is the possibility that conflict within the team and/or

departure of core personnel may occur, resulting in negative influence on the project in the future.

4.5 Failure to develop

There is the risk that the development of the CNHC Network will not be executed or implemented

as planned, for a variety of reasons, including without limitation the event of a decline in the

prices of any digital asset, virtual currency or CNHC, unforeseen technical difficulties, and shortage

of development funds for activities.

4.6 Security weaknesses

Hackers or other malicious groups or organisations may attempt to interfere with CNHC and/or

the CNHC Network in a variety of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial

of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore,
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there is a risk that a third party or a member of the Company, the Distributor or their respective

affiliates may intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the core infrastructure of

CNHC and/or the CNHC Network, which could negatively affect CNHC and/or the CNHC Network.

Further, the future of cryptography and security innovations are highly unpredictable and advances

in cryptography, or technical advances (including without limitation development of quantum

computing), could present unknown risks to CNHC and/or the CNHC Network by rendering

ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that underpins that blockchain protocol.

4.7 Risks associated with custodians

There are risks involved in placing funds with custodian banks, who hold CNH on behalf of token

holders. It is possible that, in the event of the insolvency or bankruptcy of a custodian, any

adverse change in the regulatory environment which results in the freezing of funds placed with

custodian banks, breach of duties of custodian banks, or the occurrence of force majeure events,

the CNHC Network and/or token holders would be delayed or prevented from recovering all or

part of its assets held by such custodian, or its estate, and may have only a general unsecured

claim against the custodian for those assets. In recent insolvencies of financial institutions, the

ability of certain customers to recover all or part of their assets from the insolvent financial

institution’s estate has been delayed, limited, or prevented, often unpredictably, and there is no

assurance that any assets held by the CNHC Network or token holders will be readily recoverable.

4.8 Other risks

In addition, the potential risks briefly mentioned above are not exhaustive and there are other

risks (as more particularly set out in the Terms and Conditions) associated with the issuance,

holding and use of CNHC, including those that the Company or the Distributor cannot anticipate.

Such risks may further materialise as unanticipated variations or combinations of the aforementioned

risks. You should conduct full due diligence on the Company, the Distributor, their respective

affiliates, and the CNHC team, as well as understand the overall framework, mission and vision

for the CNHC Network prior to receiving or holding CNHC.


